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ParametricX radiation ~PXR! produced by electrons with an energy ofE054 MeV interacting with the
atoms in the~220! plane of a 20-mm silicon and a 55-mm diamond crystal and observed at an angle of 44° by
a Si~Li ! detector has been investigated with respect to the interference with coherent bremsstrahlung~CB! that
originates in the same interaction process between the incoming relativistic electron and the crystal. Since the
energy of PXR and CB is identical, contributions of both types of radiation are indistinguishable. The newly
derived analytical expressions describe the radiation which consists of a coherent superposition of PXR and
CB. For the comparison of the experimental results with the theoretical predictions a Monte Carlo simulation
taking into account all effects accompanying the radiation process has been performed. The comparison shows
very good agreement between experiment and theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction between a relativistic charged particle a
a crystal causes besides other processes the generati
coherentX radiation. Due to the interaction between the re
tivistic particle and the charged particles composing a cry
both the particle itself and the crystal electrons beco
sources of coherent radiation. The radiation produced by
particle itself is called coherent bremsstrahlung~CB!, while
the radiation produced by the crystal electrons is known
parametric X radiation ~PXR! or coherent polarization
bremsstrahlung. The energy of both types of radiationEph is
determined by the periodicity of the crystal along the parti
trajectory and is identical in both cases,1–3

Eph5
\~gW •vW !

12~vW • k̂!/c*
, ~1!

wheregW is the reciprocal-lattice vector, corresponding to t
crystal plane producing the radiation,vW is the particle veloc-
ity, and k̂ a unit vector pointing into the direction of obse
vation; c* represents the velocity of light in the crystal m
dium. Although having the same photon energy PXR and
exhibit different angular distributions. Since CB is radiat
by the relativistic particle itself its main intensity is conce
trated within a cone of 1/g in the forward direction, whereg
represents the relativistic Lorentz factor. In contrast, the P
reflex is emitted near the so-called ‘‘Bragg direction.’’ It ca
be emitted at an arbitrary direction depending on the cry
orientation. At low particle energies, as considered in
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~5!/3347~6!/$15.00
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present paper, the angular extension of the PXR re
amounts to approximately 5/g. Under specific experimenta
conditions both types of radiation can be observed simu
neously, and since they originate from the same interac
process they might interfere. The purpose of the presen
ticle is to investigate this interference effect theoretically a
experimentally.

Although this subject was investigated before3–6 the the-
oretical descriptions of the phenomena are contradictory
each other, they are based on different formulas, do h
different signs for the interference effect and are partially
reproducible and since the experimental data of Ref. 4
compared only with the predictions of Ref. 4 it is not po
sible to decide whether one or the other of theoretical exp
nations is valid. Furthermore, since the theoretical expres
of Ref. 4 cannot be reproduced and since the predictions
PXR only are not in agreement with our calculations t
experimental findings quoted in Ref. 4 may be complet
fortuitous. We therefore present in this work an independ
derivation yielding different theoretical expressions descr
ing the interference phenomena as well as an interesting
perimental investigation of the process.

II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION

The theoretical description is based on the following
sumptions which are in accordance with the experimen
conditions of the present work as well as of all other expe
mental results mentioned in this paper: The motion of
3347 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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relativistic particle is described within the frame of the cla
sical relativistic theory. Applying the classical theory is va
because the de Broglie wavelength of the relativistic part
is much smaller than the crystal constant (2p\/p!a). Fur-
thermore, it is assumed that the incoming charged part
does not occupy bound states within the potential of cry
planes and axes. The influence of the generated radiatio
the motion of the particle will be neglected because the m
mentum of the relativistic particle is much larger than t
momentum of the radiated photon (p@k). This approxima-
tion allows us to apply classical electrodynamics for the
scription of the radiation process. Finally, the interaction
the produced radiation with the crystal will not be taken in
account, which has been termed kinematical principle.1–3 It
will also be assumed that the trajectory of the particle wit
the crystal represents a chain of straight segments, the le
of which is smaller than the absorption length for the ra
ated photons in the crystal. This condition allows us to c
sider the photoabsorption for the radiated photons separa
To simplify the formulas, the average dielectric susceptib
ity of the crystal will be neglected (x̄50). In this
approach1,2 the average dielectric constant«̄51 and the ve-
locity of light in the crystal is equal to the velocity of light i
vacuum (c* 5c). For further simplification, crystals consis
ing of one sort of atom only, i.e., monoatomic crystals, w
be considered.

A. Parametric X radiation

Assuming that the trajectory of the relativistic particle i
side the crystal is approximated by straight segments all
oretical considerations can be performed for such segm
only. Later on it will be shown that the intensity of the c
herent radiation is proportional to the length of a segm
@see Eq.~13!#. Thus the total production rate does not depe
on the division of the trajectory into such segments and
proportional to the crystal thickness. The charged partic
composing a crystal experience a Coulomb force due to
interaction with the incoming relativistic particle. They a
accelerated and thus radiate electromagnetic waves. S
the nuclei are much heavier than the electrons their con
bution to the radiation produced can be neglected in
cases. So, PXR is produced solely by the electrons of a c
tal. Denoting the electron charge density in the crystal
re(rW)52e0ne(rW), ~see Fig. 1! wheree0 is the magnitude of
the elementary charge andne(rW) the electron density, the
force applied to a small volume of the electron charge d
tribution dV is equal to

dFW ~ t8!52e0EW ~rW,t8!ne~rW !dV, ~2!

where EW (rW,t8) is the Coulomb field of the relativistic
particle:7

EW ~rW,t8!5
ze0rW8

g2r 83S 12
v2

c2
sin2 q D 3/2. ~3!

The charge number of the relativistic particle is denoted bz

~for electronsz521), r 85urW8u andq are defined in Fig. 1.
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According to Eq.~2!, the second derivative of the dipol
moment ofre(rW)dV is equal to

ddẄ ~rW,t8!52
e0

me
EW ~rW,t8!re~rW !dV, ~4!

where me is the electron mass. For the dipole radiati
caused by this acceleration in the approximationR0@r ,
wherer 5urWu, R05uRW 0u, rW andRW 0 are defined in Fig. 1, with
k̂5RW 0 /R0 it can be written that

dEW ~ t !5
1

c2R0

$@ddẄ ~rW,t8!3 k̂#3 k̂%. ~5!

Integrating Eq.~5! over the total crystal volume and takin
into account the thermal vibrations of the crystal atoms o
obtains for the coherent part of the radiation field,2

EW PXR~ t !5
28pze0

3

c2VccmeR0FD

3 (
gW ,(gW •vW .0)

Af ~gW !uS~gW !uF~gW !

~gW 1kW !22k2

3H F S v
vW

c2
2gW D 3 k̂G3 k̂J sin~f2vt !, ~6!

whereVcc represents the volume of a crystal cell,f (gW ) is the
Debye-Waller factor,S(gW ) the structure factor of a crysta
cell, F(gW ) the atomic form factor,1,2,8 v5Eph /\, kW5 k̂v/c
is a wave vector of the radiated photon,FD512(vW • k̂)/c,
and the summation includes only the reciprocal-lattice v
tors satisfying the conditiongW •vW .0. Each term in the sum
corresponds to a single reciprocal-lattice vector of the cry
and describes a single spectral line, the energy of whic
defined by Eq.~1!. The phase of the radiated electromagne
wave is given by

f5
vR0

c
2arctanS i

S* ~gW !2S~gW !

S* ~gW !1S~gW !
D . ~7!

FIG. 1. Definition of variables. A relativistic particle is movin

with a velocity vW along thex axis. The electromagnetic wave
reaching the observation point at timet are emitted at timet8,

where t5t81uRW u/c in the case of PXR andt5t81uRW 1u/c in the
case of CB.
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An expression similar to Eq.~6! was derived by Ter-
Mikaelian for PXR only, not including the interference wit
CB.8 A quantum-mechanical approach yields the sa
result.9

B. Coherent bremsstrahlung

As already mentioned, due to the interaction betwee
relativistic charged particle and a crystal, the particle itsel
moving with periodical acceleration and thus radiates e
tromagnetic waves. In general, such radiation is describe
the following expression:7

EW ~ t !uR0→`5
ze0

c2R0FD
3 H k̂3F S k̂2

vW

c
D 3

dvW

dt8
U

t8
G J . ~8!

In the case of CB the accelerationdvW /dt8 is caused by the
Coulomb potential of the crystal. A partial accelerati
caused by the charge of a small volume of the crystaldV
~see Fig. 1! is equal to2

d
dvW

dt8
U

t8

5@~rW8•vW !vW 2rW8c2#
ze0r~rW !dV

gmc2r 83
, ~9!

wherem is the rest mass of the relativistic particle,r(rW) is a
local charge density of the crystal. Inserting Eq.~9! into Eq.
~8! and integrating over the total volume of the crystal a
taking into account the thermal vibrations of it, for the c
herent part of the radiation field one obtains2

EW CB~ t !5
28pe0

3z2

c2VccgmR0FD
2

3 (
gW ,(gW •vW ).0

uS~gW !uAf ~gW !„Z2F~gW !…•
1

g2

3XH Fv
vW

c S k̂•gW

gW •vW
2

1

cD 1gW G3 k̂J 3 k̂C
3sin~f2vt !, ~10!

whereZ is the atomic number of the crystal. This equati
can also be expressed in the following form:

EW CB~ t !5
28pe0

3z2

c2VccgmR0FD
2

3 (
gW ,(gW •vW ).0

uS~gW !uAf ~gW !„Z2F~gW !…•
1

g2

3H F S v
vW

c
•

k̂•gW 8

gW •vW
1gW 8D 3 k̂G3 k̂J

3sin~f2vt !, ~11!

wheregW 85gW'1gW i /g2, gW' andgW i represent the normal an
parallel components ofgW with respect to the velocityvW of the
particle. Applying this expression for the forward directio
i.e., for the casek̂ivW , one obtains@gW i3 k̂#50. In this case
Eq. ~11! matches with the expressions which are commo
used for the extremely small observation angles.
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C. Interference between PXR and CB

From the above it is obvious that both, the crystal and
relativistic particle itself contribute to the radiation field
the observation point~see Fig. 1!. The contribution of the
crystal is called PXR, its electric-field component is d
scribed by Eq.~6!. The contribution of the relativistic par
ticle is called CB and is expressed by Eq.~10!. Since both
expressions are calculated in the same coordinate system
total radiation amplitude is given by the sum of Eqs.~6! and
~10!:

EW PXR1CB~ t !5EW PXR~ t !1EW CB~ t !

5
28pe0

3

c2VccR0~12vW • k̂/c!

3 (
gW ,(gW •vW ).0

Af ~gW !uS~gW !u

3F S H zF~gW !

me@~gW 1kW !22k2#
S v

vW

c2
2gW D

1
z2@Z2F~gW !#

gm~12vW • k̂/c!g2

3Fv
vW

c S k̂•gW

gW •vW
2

1

cD 1gW G J 3 k̂D 3 k̂G
3sin~f2vt !. ~12!

The number of photons emitted from a segmentdL of the
particle trajectory into a solid angledV can then be ex-
pressed as follows:2

d3N

dLdV
5

8pe0
6

c3v\Vcc
2 (

gW ,(gW •vW ).0

uS~gW !u2f ~gW !

gW •vW

3F S H zF~gW !

me~~gW 1kW !22k2!
S v

vW

c2
2gW D

1
z2~Z2F~gW !!

gm~12vW • k̂/c!g2

3Fv
vW

c S k̂•gW

gW •vW
2

1

cD 1gW G J k̂D 3 k̂G 2

. ~13!

The first term inside the brackets corresponds to PXR,
second one to CB.

Using Eq.~13! for 3-MeV electrons and a 55-mm-thick
diamond crystal one obtains the angular distribution d
played in form of a polar diagram in Fig. 2. The calculatio
were performed for a single~111! plane of the crystal, i.e.
only one term in the sum has been included, and thus
scribe a single spectral line. The energy of this line is defin
by Eq. ~1!. The crystal surface is perpendicular to the pla
of Fig. 2 and parallel to the reciprocal-lattice vector deno
by gW (111).
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The solid line in Fig. 2 represents the contribution of PX
@first term inside the brackets of Eq.~13!#, the dashed line
corresponds to CB@second term inside the brackets of E
~13!#. The shaded area indicates the coherent superpos
of both types of radiation@both terms in brackets of Eq
~13!#. According to these theoretical predictions destruct
interference is expected in the region of the large PXR ma
mum at about 47°. In the angular region between 1/g'8°
and 4/g'33° constructive interference is predicted.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental setup

The experiments described in detail in Ref. 2 were p
formed at the superconducting Darmstadt electron linear
celerator S-DALINAC.10 The radiation was produced by
4-MeV electron beam interacting with atoms in the~220!
plane of a 20-mm ^111& silicon crystal and was observed
an angle of 44° with respect to the electron-beam axis.
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3.

The reciprocal-lattice vectorgW of the ~220! plane produc-
ing the radiation lies in the plane composed by the elect
beam axis and the axis of the photon channel and is par
to the surface of the crystal. The crystal was turned step
step around thef axis and in each position an x-ray spe
trum was recorded. For the relative normalization of spec
a secondary-emission monitor~SEM! was used. The SEM
has a relative accuracy of 0.2% and is described in Re
For absolute normalization of the angular distribution a F
aday cup was employed.

FIG. 2. Angular distribution of the coherent radiation. Th
dashed line corresponds to CB, the solid one to PXR. The sha
area shows the result of the interference between these diffe
types of radiation.

FIG. 3. The experimental setup showing the electron beam,
radiation producing crystal, the x-ray detector, as well as
secondary-emission monitor~SEM!.
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B. Results

The number of photons as a function of the rotation an
f obtained from the Si crystal is shown in Fig. 4. The valu
of f ~abscissa in Fig. 4! correspond to the direction of th
reciprocal-lattice vectorgW in Fig. 2. The curves represent th
theoretical results calculated in absolute units using a Mo
Carlo simulation2 taking into account effects accomplishin
the radiation process as multiple scattering of the relativi
electrons and the absorption of the radiated photons in
the crystal, the finite detector acceptance as well as influe
of the initial electron-beam parameters.

The absolute scale in Fig. 4 corresponds to the calcula
values, the experimental values were normalized to this s
by multiplying them with a factor of 0.62, which might hav
been caused by an improper charge collection by the Fara
cup due to a considerable angular spread of the elec
beam passing the crystal at this low electron energy. T
dashed line represents the predicted contribution of P
only @first term inside the brackets of Eq.~13!#, the dotted
line the intensity of CB only@second term of Eq.~13!# and
the solid line the interference between both of them@Eq.
~13!#. It becomes evident that the experimental points follo
the solid line confirming the theoretical predictions of t
present paper. Thus the radiation observed results fro

FIG. 5. The ratioR between the first and the second maximu
of the angular dependence as a function of the electron energy.
radiation is produced by the atoms in the~111! plane of the
55-mm-thick diamond crystal. The solid line represents the cal
lation according to Eq.~13!. The dashed line corresponds to th
contribution of PXR only@first term in the brackets of Eq.~13!#.

ed
nt

e
e

FIG. 4. Angular dependence of the coherent radiation produ
by the~220! plane of the 20-mm-thick silicon crystal in comparison
with the theory. The data were obtained for electrons with an
ergy of E054.0 MeV. The dashed line corresponds to PXR, t
dotted line shows the theoretical prediction for CB. The solid li
represents the result of the interference between the two type
radiation according to Eq.~13!.
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coherent superposition of both types of radiation. It becom
obvious that for the present experimental conditions a t
amount of CB contribution causes a considerable inter
ence which is destructive at the first maximum of the angu
dependence shown in Fig. 4 and constructive at the sec
maximum.

In order to compare the form of the angular depende
with the theoretical predictions further, the ratio of the inte
sity at the first maximum and the second one is conside
For the experimental results shown in Fig. 4 the ra
amounts toREXP52.0060.08. This result agrees perfect
with the theoretical prediction of Eq.~13! ~solid line in Fig.
4! yielding RPXR1CB52.05. The ratio for PXR only,RPXR
52.95, differs strongly from the measured value. The exp
mental data, obtained at various low energies for differ
crystals, are presented in the following figures. Figures 5
6 show the ratio between the two maxima in the angu
dependence of the coherent radiation produced by the~111!
and ~220! planes of the 55-mm-thick diamond crystal as a
function of the electron energy in comparison with the the
retical predictions for PXR~dashed curve! and for the radia-
tion representing a coherent superposition of PXR and
~solid line!. The experimental points in Figs. 5 and 6 res
from different experiments performed at the S-DALINAC
the period of 1994–1998.2,11 The agreement with the theo
retical calculations including the interference is obvious.

Figure 7 shows the comparison between the experime
data published before4 and the theory described in th
present paper. The experiment4 was performed under exper
mental conditions somewhat different from those at
S-DALINAC. The radiation was produced by the electro
interracting with the~220! plane of a 30-mm-thick silicon
crystal and observed at an angle of a 17.5°. The ang
dependences were measured at electron energies of 1
and 24.49 MeV, respectively. Both experimental data po
~full circles! represent the ratio between the first and
second maximum in the angular dependence. The da
line describes PXR only@first term inside the brackets of Eq
~13!#, the solid one takes into account the influence of C
@full expression Eq.~13!#. The diamonds show the theoret
cal result for PXR only as calculated by the authors of R
4. Inspecting Fig. 7 it becomes evident that the experime
results of Ref. 4 agree very well with the theoretical pred
tion of the present work, but there is a strong discrepa

FIG. 6. The ratioR between the first and the second maximu
of the angular dependence as a function of the electron energy.
radiation is produced by the atoms in the~220! plane of the
55-mm-thick diamond. The solid line represents the calculation
cording to Eq.~13!. The dashed line corresponds to the contribut
of PXR only.
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between the theoretical prediction of Ref. 4 for PXR~dia-
monds! and the theoretical result of the present pap
~dashed line!. A graphical deduction of the theoretica
PXR1CB prediction taken from Fig. 2 of Ref. 4 yields va
ues that coincide with the circles.

Figures 5, 6, and 7 clearly show that the experimental d
obtained in the present work and by the authors of Ref. 4
well described by Eq.~13!. It can thus be stated that ther
exists an interference between PXR and CB.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion it can be stated that interference phenom
between PXR and CB described in the present paper h
been verified experimentally. The results of Eq.~13! exhibit
very good agreement with all existing experimental da
Even small amounts of CB can cause considerable inter
ence.

For future investigations, the observation of the coher
radiation in the angular region between 1/g and 4/g is pro-
posed. From Fig. 2 it becomes apparent that the interfere
in this angular region is most prominent. In this angluar
gion, however, the background caused by incoherent bre
strahlung will mask the PXR contribution making the expe
mental determination of the effect difficult if not impossibl
Finally it follows from Eq. ~13! that the interference term
depends on the sign of the charge of the incoming parti
Thus one expects a completely different angular distribut
in the case of a positron beam.2 In this case, the large PXR
maximum should have an increased intensity due to inter
ence.
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FIG. 7. The ratioR between the first and the second maximu
of the angular dependence as a function of the electron energy.
circles show the experimental result of Ref. 4. The solid line w
calculated using Eq.~13!, the dashed one represents only the fi
term in brackets of Eq.~13! corresponding to PXR. The diamond
show the theoretical result of Ref. 4 for PXR only, which is in cle
disagreement with the predictions of the present paper.
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